
MRT Shilin Station Nearby
Location At the intersection of Zhongzheng Road, east to Zhongshan

North Road, and Section 5 of Zhongshan North Road between
Zhongzheng Road to Fulin Bridge; west to Wenlin Road and
north to Qian Street and Meilun Street. 

Attraction (Mainly dining, clothing, daily necessities, furniture and 
Taiwanese Bride Cake industry)
There are lots of  foot traffic with convenient location. Close to 
Shilin Official Residence, it’s also the bus transfer station to 
Yangmingshan National Park and National Palace Museum. 
There are plenty of plants on the street, also with lots of 
sidewalks, arcades, flower beds, chairs and street furnitures. 
The open space and public art here is of certain standard, 
perfect for walkers. 

Shilin Night Market
Association Shilin Night Market Development and Promotion Association

Shilin Anping Street Tourist Night Market Association 
Location Center around Cixian Temple, between Wenlin Road, Jihe Road, 

Xiaoxi Street and Xiaobei Street. 
Attraction (Mainly grocery, street food, clothing and daily necessities 

industry)
Shilin Night Market is huge, with everything you need to buy. It’s 
the biggest night market in Taipei City, a must visit place for 
tourists. Most of the visitors are here for food and shopping. 
There are lots of bizarre yet interesting items to purchase, and 
they are usually quite affordable. Tons of people flock here 
around holiday. The special night market culture becomes a part 
of nightlife in Taipei.

https://www.facebook.com/shilinnightmarket


Tianmu Shopping District
Association Tianmu Marketplace Development Association
Location East of Tianmu West Road, south of Tianmu Circle, west of 

Dongshan Road, north of Fulin Bridge.
Attraction (Mainly dining industry, hand craft items and department 

stores)
Tianmu Shopping District is pretty exotic. Lots of foreign 
people choose to live here. Taipei American School and Taipei 
Japanese School are in this area. Small boutique stores are 
like the ones in Daikanyama in Japan. The roads of Section 7 
of Zhongshan North Road are up and down, just like the ones 
in San Francisco. There are exotic boutique stores, big 
Japanese department stores on Zhongcheng Road and 
Tianmu Sports Area. Shopping, leisure activity and exercising 
can all be done here. 

Chengde Car Dealership District
Association Chengde Car Dealership District Development and Promotion 

Association
Location Alongside fourth section to seventh section of Chengde Road.
Attraction (Mainly used car industry)

Chengde Road has always been a main road between Beitou
and Tamsui to Taipei. Near Taipei Motor Vehicles Supervision 
Office, there are lots of car related business in this area. 
Gradually used car stores gather here. No area in Taipei has 
more used car stores than here. Buying/selling, rental and car 
detailing can all be done.

https://www.facebook.com/lovetianmu/
https://www.facebook.com/chengde.rd
https://www.facebook.com/chengde.rd
https://friendlystore.taipei/index.php/treefield/en/105
https://friendlystore.taipei/index.php/treefield/en/105

